Shutting Down Our National Parks
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The government shutdown of 2013 lasted for 16 days at an estimated cost of $24 billion dollars to our economy. Lost in the midst of the shutdown dollar headlines are the effects still felt by the closure of national parks in states across the country, including in Kentucky. The shutdown was not only an inconvenience for tourists, it resulted in furloughed workers and lost revenue for states that depend on such funds. With greater uncertainty to come in the months ahead as Congress once again must negotiate a debt deal, states should consider taking control of the national parks to preserve their natural wonders and local economies.

Kentucky is home to multiple national parks, rivers, and trails, including Mammoth Cave, Cumberland Gap, Big South Fork, and the Abraham Lincoln Birthplace. An estimated 715,000 visitors travel to the national parks each year. The shutdown is a stark reminder of how important these natural beauty spots are to the economy and the local communities that depend on tourism and recreation.
national parks a day, generating revenue of nearly $415,000 at each site from entrance fees and park services alone.\[v\] This may not sound staggering by itself, but it is estimated these visitors invest a combined $76 million in local economies each and everyday the parks are open.\[vi\] Cumberland Gap is located in Bell County, Kentucky where tourism director Judy Barton gave a grim report for hotels, restaurants, and shops that suffered from the shutdown: “When you have a million visitors to the park every year and it closes, that’s serious.”\[vii\]

To avoid future occurrences of this shutdown hangover on communities, the state of Alaska is looking to fund national parks on its state budget.\[viii\] The idea resulted from the shutdown itself as states were allowed to reopen parks on their own.\[ix\] Rather than waiting for a potential shutdown to occur again, states could follow this lead and prepare their own budgets to support the funding of national parks within their states.

Politics aside, Kentucky has been a leader for the country in setting up the healthcare exchange to provide insurance to uninsured residents as part of the evolving Affordable Care Act.\[x\] If Kentucky is capable of leading the nation in a healthcare exchange at the state level, there must be attention paid to the funding of national parks as well. This forward thinking by the state would help to prevent future economic fallout now being felt by the national parks and their local communities from the government shutdown right here at home.
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